
Introduction and BasicsIntroduction and Basics

S
ince the creation of the multiverse, the power of

destiny was guarded by the ancient masters and

only they were allowed to use it to create order or

chaos and weave the thread of reality. On the day

of birth, the elder master generously resolved to

share a small part of that power so that others

could also experience the fascination of

manipulating it. What not even he could imagine is that by

trying to divide it, he eventually transferred all that power to a

simple dice set. For a long time this has remained hidden for

many, until now.

The content you are about to read was created from the

experience of a D&D player who decided to play by himself,

without a Dungeon Master, and was testing and refining his

method until, at some point, he decided to write about it,

which he called Solo D&D.

What's Solo D&D?What's Solo D&D?
In a short answer Solo D&D is a method for playing D&D

without the presence of a dungeon master. It consists of a

creative method of improvisation and is designed so that the

D&D player can play alone without the need for a master to

prepare the details and conduct the whole adventure and also

without the need for the time for preparing a campaign. With

this method any player (or group of players) will be able to

conduct their own adventure even if they have never

mastered before. Yes, this is possible.

What do I need to play Solo D&D?What do I need to play Solo D&D?
First you need to know the rules of the 5th edition of D&D.

You will use the Player's Handbook (PHB) for general rules

and character creation, the Monster Manual (MM) for

creature and NPC statistics blocks and the Dungeon Master's

Guide (DMG) for tables of magic items, treasures and

random encounters or if you want to check out some more

specific rules.

We will make some references to these books, always using

the abbreviations mentioned in parentheses and the page

number. In addition to the three basic books, any

supplements are also very welcome! After all, this is not

another RPG system, but just a way to emulate the master's

decisions. In fact, it is you who will be the dungeon master,

you will be something that I usually call the masterplayer;

The mechanics you'll learn in this guide are just tools for

creating a bit of randomness in the narrative and boosting

your imagination so that stories don't have an obvious and

predictable course.

Don't worry about the number of pages in this guide, as

after reading at least the first part you will be able to conduct

an entire adventure just by using the tables in the appendix,

where it will all be summarized for you.

If you are already a solo RPG player who knows Mythic

GME or other master emulation systems, you will probably

find it easier to understand how this all works, but otherwise

don't worry, as soon as you start playing you'll soon

understand and gradually everything becomes natural and

more dynamic.

As for the materials, they would be the same as those

needed to play D&D: pencils, erasers, paper, dice, and a

notebook to look at tables and books.

Learning by doingLearning by doing
The purpose of this guide is not to discuss why you should

play solo or not. I imagine if you got here, you just want to

play. So let's try to be direct and straightforward. And to make

everything more practical and easy to understand let's use a

great and long example. As new mechanics are introduced,

we will return to the same initial example, continuing. So you

will have a step by step to play a solo adventure and you can

even play along with the example presented.

Let's go for parts in order to seeLet's go for parts in order to see
the wholethe whole
Just as a master arranges character actions in turns so that

everyone has their turn in combat, or when he tells the story

to one of the players while the others wait their turn, so will

we do something similar here. Let's split your story into

Scenes to make your life easier.

Imagine your adventure as a movie that is subdivided into

scenes. And just like in a movie, a scene happens to certain

characters, in a certain scenario and for a certain time. Each

scene is then a small time division of your adventure and it

can be of any length, from minutes to many years. During this

time the characters do their actions and when they finish

them, the scene ends and a new scene begins. A scene is,

therefore, where “things happen” is where we see the

characters directly trying to overcome the challenge before

them. Your adventure is a set of scenes where important

things happen and each of them is responsible for moving

your story.
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As I said, a scene can be of any length, short or longer. Let's

see two examples: the heroes enter a dungeon corridor,

check for traps, cross the corridor and enter a door. That is a

short scene; something quick and usual, simple, but it has a

purpose: showing how heroes went through that corridor. In

contrast we can imagine for the second example a combat

against a red dragon, a longer scene very detailed and

subdivided in turns, but it also have a purpose: showing how

PCs deal with this deadly threat. It is worth mentioning here

that every combat is a scene that can end up with characters

winning, dying or running away, for example.

Scenes can be sequential, but they don't have to be,

because between scenes you can determine that minutes,

days, or even years have passed. These transitions in time

and space usually happen outside the scene, not within it.

You can make the jump you want between two scenes, from

the tavern to the next day in a castle and then after a week at

a dungeon's entrance.

The division of the scenes is not tied to the scenery where

they happen, but to the main action of the characters

involved, so a scene does not always have to happen in a

different place from the previous one. See these four scenes,

all happening in the same place, but in each one there is a

different main action:

1. The PCs walk through the woods avoiding an encounter

with wild animals.

2. They gather resources while setting up a camp.

3. They do night watches.

4. The next day they get ready to leave.

Again, the important thing is that there is a purpose for the

characters in every scene.

You are the masterplayer and it does up to you decide if you

prefer to play out a single goal in a scene or compress

multiple ones into one scene. If, for example, you decided it

would be more interesting to summarize the four scenes

above, you could do a single scene: the characters spend a

day going through the woods and avoiding the dangers.

You don’t have to play out in detail a transition from point A

to point B if you think it’d be uneventful or boring. For

example, if you decided that in all the four scenes above

nothing important would happen, or that there would be no

challenge for the characters in the woods, you could simply

skip that part of the story and move straight to when the

characters reach their destination (after the woods).

Before you start a scene always understand the context

around it. What has happened and where it would be likely to

go from there. Every scene needs to have beginning, middle

and end. To make it easier you can use the following basic

structure for your scenes: We start with a hook showing the

goal of the characters involved, then develop the conflict

around that goal and end the scene with a disaster. Easy,

let's explain.

It all starts with the goal, what the character wants at this

moment. Every character wants a goal in a scene, otherwise

their presence there becomes indifferent and without reason.

If the character wants nothing, nothing happens and the story

gets boring. The goal should not be something distant, but

something present, something that needs to be resolved for

now. Set the character's goal as early as possible in the

scene. What is he/she trying to do? How does he/she intend

to do? Why does he/she want to do this? And what happens if

he/she fails?

The conflict is nothing but an obstacle between the character

and his goal, because if the character can simply get

everything he wants without any challenge, what would be

the fun of it?

It is the conflict that will fill most of your scenes and

prevent them from ending too quickly. The conflict is

responsible for creating the tension that keeps us interested

to find out what will happen next.

Conflicts can take many forms and do not necessarily have

to be a combat or a direct confrontation. Some simple

examples: a brawl; a mine cave-in; a discussion with a NPC; a

clue found at the crime scene; a trap. What matters is that it

threatens the player characters' chances of achieving the

scene's goal.

Finally, this particular conflict needs to be resolved in a

decisive way: do the characters get what they wanted or not?

The aftermath of this scene will fuel the next, so it's

interesting that it increases the drama rather than just giving

everything to the heroes.

Despite this name, a disaster does not mean something

terrible and it does not mean that the PCs have failed to

achieve the goal in that scene, but it is just a negative

consequence that will generate new challenges in the next

scenes. After all, if a scene ends with the victorious PCs and

there is nothing left to do the adventure is over and they will

be "happily ever after".
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Even when the PCs achieve the goal of a scene, there can be

unintended consequences or complications. This is an

interesting plot twist that can be used instead of simply

failing. But remember that disaster must be something that

comes naturally from the story and not like a meteor falling

over the tavern... It has to be linked to the conflict. Perhaps

the magic item earned contains a curse; eliminating a tribe of

goblins can strengthen other neighboring clans; the chest

found may be empty; the hostages are rescued, but the villain

manages to escape; or the problem solved is just the tip of the

iceberg...

Step 1: Choosing the theme and theStep 1: Choosing the theme and the
initial hookinitial hook
In our example, first of all we need to choose a theme for our

adventure and an initial hook. Let's use in this example a

classic medieval fantasy theme. (You are free to choose the

theme you want). The initial hook is also very important

because it is what will thrill you to play this adventure. It

doesn't have to be a big deal, but it has to be something that

catches your eye and makes you want to play. In this example

we will use the following hook: Four adventurers have the

mission to defeat a very cruel wizard who is terrorizing the

surrounding area. Simple and classic! And being simple, this

idea is very flexible and could be used in a short or long

campaign, you choose.

Step 2: Preparing the opening sceneStep 2: Preparing the opening scene
To set up the opening scene I recommend that you create a

short introduction, as this creates a setting that makes it

much easier to define the goals of the characters. To make it

even easier, a good tip is to start an adventure with some

action and a united group that already knows each other and

has goals in common. Believe me, this speeds up the start of

the game. Let's look at the introduction:

Two villages have recently been attacked by
indescribable creatures and it is unclear why. Some
people are saying that it was the gods who sent
demons to punish them; others suspect it was the
orcs fighting over territories. The elders, in turn, are
saying that they have seen this kind of thing and it
can only be caused by powerful magic of someone
who is associating with evil forces. The region's
governor has not officially positioned himself on
the attacks and will certainly not withdraw troops
from the capital to investigate smaller villages
unless it becomes a threat to the capital. At night it
is possible to see strange signs in the sky and a
feeling that something bad is about to happen is
always present. Rumor has it that these creatures
came from a tower high in the mountains and that
is where our heroes are heading.

Now that we have our introduction it's easier to think about

the characters and understand their motivation, see:

The adventurers have known each other for some
time and have formed a company to investigate
this tower in the mountains, find the person
responsible for these attacks and put an end to this
chaos. They have been on the road for three days
and recently passed one of the villages that was
attacked, followed the road tracks and reached the
foot of a mountain. And this is where our
adventure begins.

We take a sheet of paper and write a title for this scene:

Scene 1: The adventurers at the foot of the mountain.

One Man BandOne Man Band
Create player characters (PCs) by following the rules in the

player's handbook as you would normally do on a tabletop

RPG. I say characters in the plural and not character,

because it's so common in Solo D&D and any other solo

RPGs that the player controls more than one character at a

time. It may seem strange, but believe me it is very funny and

fully functional. However, if you feel safer in crafting just one

character, no problem, do as you please; My advice in this

case is just to start with a character already at level 4, as the

encounter tables and challenge levels in the D&D5e books

always provide for a group of four PCs.

Step 3: Creating the charactersStep 3: Creating the characters
In our adventure we will use 4 PCs, as already mentioned in

the introduction: a warrior dwarf, a ranger elf, a wizard

gnome and a human rogue. Character creation can be done

before or after crafting the initial scene (Step 2), the

important thing is that you create the hooks so your

characters don't “fall parachute” into the story, you need to

keep in mind where they are coming from, where they are

going and why they are going. In our example all the heroes

come from nearby villages and they go to the mysterious

tower in the mountains because they want to eradicate this

evil from the region where they live.

The chaos that orders everythingThe chaos that orders everything
Before we move on, we need to introduce the concept of

Chaos Level (CL), which in a nutshell is an indicator of your

PCs' control over events in the adventure. Chaos Level is an

index ranging from 1 to 9, with 1 being the calmest scenario

possible and 9, the most chaotic imaginable. Normally an

adventure begins with a low (3) or medium (5) Chaos Level,

as you wish. As the story unfolds you will have to raise or

lower the CL according to the events to adjust it. In practice,

Chaos Level will be responsible for increasing the likelihood

of something happening in your story, meaning the more

chaotic the scene, the greater the chances of something

impossible happening!
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Step 4: Choosing the Chaos LevelStep 4: Choosing the Chaos Level
We will adopt an average Chaos Level CL = 5 for the first

scene of our adventure, as a climate of tension is already

present in the introduction and the scenario in which we will

play. We note the CL along with the title of the scene:

Scene 1: The adventurers at the foot of the mountain. CL=5

Moving the couchMoving the couch
Here comes a new mechanic that will sharpen your creativity

and make your scenes less predictable: whenever you create

a new scene (other than a combat), before starting it you

make a Chaos Roll to see if it will suffer some change, that is,

what will happen in fact is different from what you initially

imagined.

CHAOS LEVEL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CHAOS DIE d4 d4 d6 d6 d8 d8 d10 d12 d20

Chaos Roll must be done with the die type indicated in the

table above according to the CL of the scene. The result

obtained from this roll should be used in the table Chaos

Roll to review the imagined scene. Following is an

explanation of the possible results of this table.

Chaos Roll

Result Description

1 Nothing

2 Nothing

3 Nothing

4 Transmutation

5 Abjuration

6 Conjuration

7 Necromancy

8 Evocation

9 Divination-

10 Divination+

11 Illusion

12 Enchantment

13 Transmutation

14 Abjuration

15 Conjuration

16 Necromancy

17 Evocation

18 Illusion

19 Divination-

20 Divination+

Nothing: Whenever the Chaos Roll results in 1, 2, or 3,

nothing needs to be changed in the scene and you can start it

as planned.

Transmutation: With magic from the transmutation school,

the dice change the scene in question. This is a small change

that you quickly imagine off the cuff. It can be a good or bad

thing for the PCs; the important thing is that it is different

from what you had planned for the scene.

Abjuration: The dice release abjuration magic in this roll to

banish something from the scene. Review the scene by

removing some element from it, something that is supposed

to be present and is no longer anymore.

Conjuration: When the dice are rolled, the conjuration spell

creates something new in the scene. Revise the scene by

adding some element that did not exist before.

Necromancy: The dice weave a magic of the school of

necromancy and undermine the vital forces of the characters.

Roll on the Negative Event Focus table and start the scene

with this event.

Evocation: You infuse the dice with energy extracted from

the evocation school. Energy manipulates the reality thread

after the roll and a neutral or positive event happens. Roll on

the Neutral/Positive Event Focus table and start the scene

with this event.

Divination-: Using divination magic, the dice allow you to see

different moments of time through the reality thread. The

scene you set up is actually a possibility, because an event

happens before it and it may happen later or not, it all

depends on how you play it. Roll on the Negative Event Focus

table and create a different scene with this event.

Divination+: Same as above, but roll on the Neutral/Positive

Event Focus table.

Illusion: You weave the dice with illusion magic in this roll,

causing something hidden or confusing to be revealed. Your

PCs missed something or something was not quite what you

imagined. Think of something totally unexpected for your

PCs in this scene.

Enchantment: The enchantment magic released in this roll

affects the behavior, emotions, and alignment of the

characters. Under the effects of enchantment, enemies

become allies and allies become enemies, even temporarily.

Change the mood or behavior of an NPC or modify the scene

to create a different feeling than was previously planned.

On the next page there is a table with a summary and

examples for each possible result of the Chaos Roll.
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Step 5: Checking if the scene has been modifiedStep 5: Checking if the scene has been modified
In our example, the Chaos Die is d8, since CL is equal to 5. We roll 1d8 = 4.

The result is Transmutation, so something needs to be changed in the

scene we had prepared: Adventurers arrive at the foot of the mountain and

realize that there was a landslide and it will be impossible to climb that

point. There is no formula; it is simply the first thing that comes to mind

that might be interesting to the story.

There is a table at the bottom of this page comparing the possible Chaos

Roll results for the above scene.

Press PlayPress Play
To play a scene, you have to follow the same steps as if you were playing at a

tabletop D&D:

1. The DM (you) describes where the characters are and their

surroundings.

2. The players (also you) describe what they want to do. It can be an

individual action from a single PC or a group action with more than one

PC.

3. The DM (here you can get some help...) tells the results of the

adventurers' actions. Describing the results leads to another decision

point, which returns the game flow back to step 1.

To solve the actions of the characters, as described above in step 3, there

are two possibilities. Let's see on the next page.

Chaos Roll - Summary and Examples

Result Summary Example of Interpretation

Nothing The scene goes as
planned The characters reach the foot of the mountain. There is a road, they start to climb

Transmutation Small change in the
scene A mountain landslide has occurred and continuing is very dangerous

Abjuration Remove something from
the scene The road ends at the foot of the mountain and there is no way ahead

Conjuration Create something in the
scene There is a cave at the foot of the mountain

Necromancy Negative Event (Negative NPC) Characters spot a man being devoured by vultures

Evocation Neutral or positive event (PC Positive) The dwarf recognizes a symbol carved into a rock at the foot of the
mountain and finds a secret passage, certainly a dwarf treasure room

Divination- Negative event before
planned scene

Before the adventurers reached the foot of the mountain, they decided to camp.
Overnight robbers tried to steal them

Divination+ Neutral or positive event
before planned scene

Before the adventurers reached the foot of the mountain, they found a strong, well-
armed human on the road. He was a guard of the capital who also came to
investigate the attacks on the villages

Illusion
Something was not what
was imagined or will not
be as expected

As they approach the mountain, adventurers notice traces of a camp. Looks like
they made a mistake and the tracks they were actually following were from Orcs

Enchantment Change in NPC Behavior
or PC Feelings

Arriving at the foot of the mountain the adventurers face a gruesome scene: a man
dying in a pool of blood. There are other bodies scattered on the floor and the
smell is so strong that they can hardly get close
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